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The Ag Rep Capacity Building The Ag Rep Capacity Building 
ProjectProject

 Based on our experience with Nutrient Based on our experience with Nutrient 
Management and issues that arose with Management and issues that arose with 
problems communicating the process and problems communicating the process and 
science we undertook to provide science we undertook to provide 
information and communications both information and communications both 
publicallypublically as well as working specifically as well as working specifically 
with the agricultural representatives on the with the agricultural representatives on the 
Source Protection Planning CommitteesSource Protection Planning Committees



The ContextThe Context
 The project was a capacity building project focused on The project was a capacity building project focused on 

supporting the involvement of elected Agricultural supporting the involvement of elected Agricultural 
Representatives (Representatives (AGReps)onAGReps)on the Source Protection the Source Protection 
Planning CommitteesPlanning Committees

 The The AgRepsAgReps were all farmers with backgrounds in were all farmers with backgrounds in 
farmingfarming

 The The AgRepsAgReps had various life experiences from farmers had various life experiences from farmers 
spouse to municipal council members and members of spouse to municipal council members and members of 
the legislaturethe legislature

 The Ag Reps had educational backgrounds from senior The Ag Reps had educational backgrounds from senior 
grade school to graduate degreesgrade school to graduate degrees

 None of the (None of the (AgReps)hadAgReps)had a background in water science a background in water science 
and water resources managementand water resources management



What is LearningWhat is Learning

Teachers teach and learners learn what is the Teachers teach and learners learn what is the 
relationship of teaching to learning?relationship of teaching to learning?

Experience

Conceptualization

Action Reflection

Good teachers Facilitate they 
only occasionally teach



Learning StylesLearning Styles
( the 4MAT model, McCarthy 1980)( the 4MAT model, McCarthy 1980)

1.1. ImaginativeImaginative Key Question: Key Question: Why?Why?
-- Learning Learning –– feeling and watchingfeeling and watching
-- Personal AssociationsPersonal Associations
-- meaning through involvementmeaning through involvement

2.2. Analytical Analytical Key Question: Key Question: What?What?
-- Learning Learning –– analyticanalytic
-- Listening and ThinkingListening and Thinking
-- seeking facts and thinking through ideasseeking facts and thinking through ideas



Approaches to LearningApproaches to Learning
3.3. Common sense learnersCommon sense learners Key Question: Key Question: How?How?

-- look for solutions and doinglook for solutions and doing
-- values useful knowledgevalues useful knowledge
-- are practical and want to make things happen are practical and want to make things happen 

experimentingexperimenting
4.4. Dynamic learnersDynamic learners Key Question: Key Question: If?If?

-- look for hidden possibilitieslook for hidden possibilities
-- judge by gut reactionjudge by gut reaction
-- synthesize information rapidlysynthesize information rapidly

( not only is this how they learn about things but it is also ho( not only is this how they learn about things but it is also how w 
they learn about people)they learn about people)



Source: McCarthy, B. 1980. The 4MAT® System: teaching to learning styles with 
right/left mode techniques. USA: Excel. 



Teaching The Science of Source Teaching The Science of Source 
ProtectionProtection

 Use of classical presentation of the science and Use of classical presentation of the science and 
discussion of the science use of demonstrations discussion of the science use of demonstrations 
and documented cases and physical modelsand documented cases and physical models

 ObjectivesObjectives
-- Provide a command of the principles and factsProvide a command of the principles and facts
-- Concepts of cause and effectConcepts of cause and effect
-- Ability to make observation and interpret experienceAbility to make observation and interpret experience
-- An appreciation of possible futuresAn appreciation of possible futures
-- A willingness to change opinion based on evidenceA willingness to change opinion based on evidence



CurriculumCurriculum
(What was covered)(What was covered)

 Basic hydrology surface and ground waterBasic hydrology surface and ground water
 Water balanceWater balance
 Approaches to modeling ground water flow and Approaches to modeling ground water flow and 

movement of contaminantsmovement of contaminants
 Risk analysisRisk analysis
 The approach used by the USEPA under Clean Water The approach used by the USEPA under Clean Water 

Act (1972)Act (1972)
 Challenges of the data available for modelingChallenges of the data available for modeling



Teaching of ProcessTeaching of Process
 Use of the classical dialectical teaching method using Use of the classical dialectical teaching method using 

discussion of the opposing views of a subject matter and discussion of the opposing views of a subject matter and 
process for negotiating and deciding the an outcomeprocess for negotiating and deciding the an outcome

 ObjectivesObjectives
-- To communicate effectivelyTo communicate effectively
-- to respect the views of othersto respect the views of others
-- To present evidenceTo present evidence
-- To identify common groundTo identify common ground
-- To negotiate differences To negotiate differences 
-- To build trust To build trust 



CurriculumCurriculum
 The rules of order and procedures (Roberts Rules)The rules of order and procedures (Roberts Rules)
 How to use the rules and when not to use themHow to use the rules and when not to use them

 Negotiation processesNegotiation processes
 Identification of common groundIdentification of common ground
 Use of stories and communication of experienceUse of stories and communication of experience
 Understanding the meaning of storiesUnderstanding the meaning of stories
 Proceeding by consent or consensus (getting to yes) Proceeding by consent or consensus (getting to yes) 



Learning About Making Learning About Making 
DecisionsDecisions

 This is a component where the Task team that supported This is a component where the Task team that supported 
the project transition from teachers to facilitatorsthe project transition from teachers to facilitators

 The bulk of the The bulk of the AgRepsAgReps had great confidence with had great confidence with 
respect to their ability to understand issues specifically respect to their ability to understand issues specifically 
related to the threats that had been identified with related to the threats that had been identified with 
agriculture agriculture 

 By now they learned a significant amount about other By now they learned a significant amount about other 
sectors  and the threats they posed for drinking water sectors  and the threats they posed for drinking water 
and could discuss policies related to these sectors.and could discuss policies related to these sectors.

 At this point they were not relying on experts but rather At this point they were not relying on experts but rather 
were building cases for policy based on their experience were building cases for policy based on their experience 
and on the testing of argument with their fellow and on the testing of argument with their fellow AgRepsAgReps



Learning About Making Learning About Making 
DecisionsDecisions

 The learning process had at this point made the teacher The learning process had at this point made the teacher 
model inapplicable as the learning was now  a process model inapplicable as the learning was now  a process 
of social learning.of social learning.



OutcomesOutcomes
 All of the All of the AgRepsAgReps felt that they had benefited from the felt that they had benefited from the 

support of the Capacity Building project.support of the Capacity Building project.
 It is clear that we had all of the 4 types of learnersIt is clear that we had all of the 4 types of learners
 We were successful in improving the performance of the We were successful in improving the performance of the 

AgRepsAgReps as participants in the process for the most part as participants in the process for the most part 
(cased on interviews with chairs and other sector (cased on interviews with chairs and other sector 
representatives)representatives)

 The linking of their experiences to the concepts we The linking of their experiences to the concepts we 
communicated was very useful for most. communicated was very useful for most. 

 The ultimate objective of moving from teaching to social The ultimate objective of moving from teaching to social 
learning was achieved as the final workshops we only learning was achieved as the final workshops we only 
played the role of organizer and  logistics managementplayed the role of organizer and  logistics management



Lessons for Building  CapacityLessons for Building  Capacity
1.1. Be careful of your assumptionsBe careful of your assumptions
2.2. Communicating science is best done through Communicating science is best done through 

basic models and lots of demonstration case basic models and lots of demonstration case 
studiesstudies

3.3. Civil Society needs to be aware of due process in Civil Society needs to be aware of due process in 
participating in public interest realmsparticipating in public interest realms

4.4. At some point the objective of being a good At some point the objective of being a good 
teacher/facilitator is to be come redundantteacher/facilitator is to be come redundant

5.5. Learning changes the learnerLearning changes the learner
6.6. Teaching changes the teacherTeaching changes the teacher
7.7. Learning in a climate of mutual respect and Learning in a climate of mutual respect and 

appreciation makes the process work well for allappreciation makes the process work well for all


